Notts Stop the BNP
The facts of what has happened and been said over the last 2 months that you will read below
are shocking

Shocking as they are about a person, Sadie Graham,

who has been elected as a councillor in Brinsley.

Shocking that such a party, as the BNP, have become so active in Brinsley.
Shocking in that a person, like our councillor Sadie Graham, and the party she has built here have deceived
people so much about what they really are.
Miss Graham argued that she was dedicated to removing potholes and heavy lorries from Brinsley streets .
She said that the BNP would be like Old Labour. But what did we get?
What you will read below, after the undisputable facts that have been reported to the press and the police about
events that have happened in Brinsley, will be mainly the actual words of one side or the other within the BNP
Most Brinsley people will know by now
·

of the burglary alleged by Sadie Graham of her Brinsley home by the BNP

·

of the police raid in Brinsley that led to the arrest of her partner, Matt Single…

You may have also read in the Nottingham Evening Post that those who oppose Graham and the BNP whilst
leafleting Brinsley in December were threatened and told to stop their leafletting of Brinsley "in 10 mins" or
else...

What Sadie Graham's says now about the BNP and what they say about her
Remember that Sadie Graham has up to now
completely denied that her party is populated by
dangerous Nazis
What Sadie Graham admits the BNP leader says
about her close allies:
They "Chris Beverley and Ian Dawson"
are "'VERMIN," and " neoNazis"
What Sadie Graham says about BNP members
who support their leader, Nick Griffin:
They 'by default support the bugging of officials,
illegal entry of homes, theft of personal possessions,
threats of violence, immorality, perversion,
incompetence in staff, lies and smears, witch hunts
against members the leadership don't like,
mismanagement and wastefulness of funds and
personnel, unconstitutional sackings and expulsions,
a tyrannical approach and decades of antiSemitic
and NeoNazi baggage'
What Sadie Graham's ally Tom Linden on the
blog set up by her, says about Mark Collett
"by allowing him to take part in 'Young Nazis and
Proud'. He was either allowed to do that by Griffin "Or
was given carte blanche by you to do whatever he
likes even then?" In other words Griffin approved of
Mark Collett’s claim that Hitler ….
What Sadie Graham’s Party leader, Nick Griffin
says about Sadie Graham's friends and allies
They are a " neoNazi Militant Tendency that

unfortunately still lurked in the British nationalist
movement" (i.e. the BNP) "… "Why am I so hated by
the Blood & Honour skinheads who Kenny Smith and
Sadie Graham invite to their ‘socials’"..."The allies of
the phoney ‘modernisers’" i.e Cllr Graham – are
"individuals who have been shown on television as
grown men ‘siegheiling’ as little as two years ago,"
And they, Sadie Graham's allies, " tried to force me"
Nick Griffin " to sack" a " northern BNP council
candidate " because " he wasn’t a racist and loved
his mixedrace grandchildren"
We repeat these are not our words or
accusations they are the words of BNP leaders
about each other!
The BNP –
·

the party that Sadie Graham has built for 5
years knowing much of these facts to be true

·

the party she asked you to vote for her when
she stood as council candidate.

The BNP and Sadie Graham and 'her allies' have no
right to represent the people of Brinsley.
The decent people of Brinsley deserve better

Demand her resignation now.

Immigration Lies
The BNP is always keen to point out faults in healthcare, education, housing etc… But in
trying to ‘explain’ any problem, the BNP and their cothinkers always fall back on a lie: that
immigration is to blame.
They attempt to elevate the scapegoating of immigrants and racehate to a ‘science’. Where
Nobel Prize winning economists have failed, the BNP claims to have a solution. Just as Hitler
blamed Jews for the bulk of Germany’s problems, the BNP points the finger at an array of
‘enemies’.
It is BNP policy to halt all immigration immediately. What effect would this have on the British
economy?
52% of the new jobs created in Britain over the past ten years have been filled by “foreign
workers” (the term used by Government). If the BNP had their way,
·
52% of these jobs would go unfilled.
·
52% of the tax raised by these jobs would go unpaid—a significant cut in the money
going to fund health, education and public services.
The BNP fails to explain how they would replace these workers and this money. They are not
serious about economics—just serious racists. Rather than fear “foreign workers” we should
welcome them. Rather than demand their forced expulsion, we should work through the trade
unions to ensure equal treatment and rights at work. Rather than throw hatred in their faces
we should open our arms in solidarity.

The alternatives to Hate politics
What do we need
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Free, equal quality education service for all —with sufficient money to deal with the
crisis in schools and colleges;
The restoration of dignity and rights at work;
An end to poverty wages and jobs with no prospects;
Raising of the minimum wage;
Increased taxes on wealthy millionaires and near millionaires;
Expanded decent, low rental council housing for all;
Support for communities with services, recreational facilities and a sense of hope
that can keep young people away from crime and drugs.
Trade unions, community campaigners and others battle to improve public services
and provision, to defend our rights and speak up for those in need whilst the BNP sit
on their hands

